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I – INTRODUCTION

Learning assessment is one of the most polemic aspects of the teaching/learning process. This work is the result of the collaboration of a professor and students of Civil and Electrical Engineering with a professor of Education. The objective is to reduce the traumatic characteristics of evaluation exams, and to increase their formative results.

In this paper we present GPAREDE, an evaluation and grading system managed through the web, that may be used together with traditional or on-line courses. It can be used for grading as well as for self-evaluation.

In Section II we present a theoretical framework based on constructivist principles and the ideas of constructivism specialized to the design of evaluation and grading tools. In Section III the system under implementation is shortly described.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

One of the first workers in constructivist theory was Jean Piaget, who developed a subject called genetic epistemology that describes the different cognitive stages through which a child passes while building up a model of the world. This theory is very general and has, besides its pedagogical applications, biologic and psychological interfaces. In setting the present theoretical framework, we will focus on learning evaluation and its relations with the improvement of the teacher/student interaction, using constructivist principles.

A. Active Participation of the student

As we look into the history of epistemology, we can notice several positions and practices: empirism, apriorism and constructivism. According to empirism, learning is mainly knowledge transmission, and the student a passive receptor. The teacher has the power that knowledge warrants. The essence of science lies in collecting ‘objective’ data which speak for themselves. In the aprioristic approach the emphasis is on the students, that, by their a priori knowledge, drive the learning activities.
The empirist approach was efficient in the industrial and pre-industrial ages, when access to information (i.e., books, periodicals) was difficult. Traditional classes were designed to transmit information from a professor to large classes.

Now, in the information society age, knowledge application and actualization have priority, as the knowledge evolution is very fast. Students must be trained into self-learning, to assure constant evolution. They should learn how to transform information into knowledge.

According to constructivism, the main emphasis should be given to the process, i.e., to the knowledge evolution obtained in the learning activities. The knowledge is built up like a rising spiral by an iterative reconstruction. Of main importance are the relations established during the process.

In a learning process designed with the constructivist approach, the student active participation is the main key to success. This participation should not be limited to thinking about the learning subject. The student must also reflect about the way knowledge is built.

Computers and information technology can make constructivism learning applications easier. For example, a JavaScript code developed to teach visualization skills for a course in engineering graphics provides a great interactive learning experience. According to the author, “the games, which walk the student through an increasing range of difficulty using different visualization techniques and puzzle formats, challenge the student to develop to a more advanced level of comprehension”. This is a representative example of the importance of the active participation of students, which receive an immediate feedback.

Another example is the Pearl Project (Practical Experimentation by Accessible Remote Learning), that “presents an opportunity to widen access to real experiments that might otherwise only be offered to those able to get to a suitably equipped laboratory”\textsuperscript{13}. This project, lead by Open University, provides a wide range of student activities.

B. Student participation in the evaluation process.

As mentioned above, student self-reflection about cognitive evolution is important. One example of this reflection can be found in a question development about constructed concepts\textsuperscript{5}, that run an experience dividing a class in two groups. Each group, with the assistance of the teacher, had to set up questions for the other group, thus building a positive participation environment, adequate to learning:

“...the evaluation process should be democratic, clear, transparent and honest. It is impossible to develop a cooperative learning process using authoritarian evaluation. With the democratic approach, students must be involved in the decisions about evaluation content.”

Other work shows that study groups\textsuperscript{6} (with two students each) improve learning because frequently a student is better prepared to identify the doubts of his classmate than the professor.
C. How technology can work with pedagogy

It is important to make clear the possible path to real pedagogical relations transformation. Web publication of books or traditional classes creates no new educational paradigm. That must rest on active pedagogy. Communication and information technology can be fundamental pedagogical auxiliaries in knowledge construction.

An example of technology application is the Open University project developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, that will publish in the web all the teacher didactical materials. As the author says:

"by throwing millions of pages of precious professional output onto a Web site, MIT is not only opening itself to the word, it may be changing forever the way educational is delivered".

Still, this information must be transformed into knowledge.

In our proposal of evaluation using computational tools, self-evaluation becomes easier because the student increases his autonomy by the use of technology. The student becomes autonomous assuming the task of the teacher: to recognize needs, to choose objectives, to select subject matters, designing the study plan, finding didactical materials and media, identifying complementary knowledge sources and directing, controlling and evaluating the learning process.

D. Constructivist evaluation

Here we describe a pedagogical evaluation tool resting on the constructivist approach. In our proposal, we use computer tests in a web site. Test results and comments are included in the evaluation. It is important to list some precautions needed to prepare computer test questions: to define clearly which skills or methods are to be tested, to avoid excessively detailed calculation and to provide adequate explanations.

One of the keys to a clear evaluation process is to consider all of the students work. Tests are just one of the possible evaluation means. The development of student portfolios is important to make an evaluation resting on the constructivist paradigm. This is not a polemic question anymore. However, the practical viability of this process is still a question. To get the student reflection and comments about his own work it is necessary to provide adequate means of communication. Yet, it is basic to provide an integrated and cooperative learning environment, such that the students can reflect on their correct and incorrect answers and discuss questions and exercises developed by the teacher.

These discussions will make it possible to identify didactical situations that lead to knowledge, making possible the meta-cognitive modelling.

Formative Evaluation must be an integrated process. The amount and diversity of evaluation instruments are the practical tools that make it possible the integration of the evaluation process with the teaching-learning process, leading to a constructivist evaluation.
proposal. In Section III we describe the tools developed in the evaluation system to obtain the Formative Evaluation.

E – Webfolios

Self-evaluation and students comments included in portfolios are important for the evaluation process. As the GPA\textsubscript{REDE} is a system designed for the web, the public space to show students work will be called Webfolio.

“A teaching-learning tool should provide to the student information that allows him to judge his work in progress. The access to a dossier where he can get information about texts read, activities developed and results obtained would allow the student to manage his learning activity.”

Here again we can identify elements mentioned in the theoretical framework. Student management of his own learning leads to an improvement of the action/reflection process. This is a great difference introduced by technology: it becomes easier to share files, to do on-line digital productions and to receive tutor orientations by Internet.

III. GPA\textsubscript{REDE} – A AUTOMATED EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR THE WEB

GPA\textsubscript{REDE} is a test generator system that takes questions from a database and applies them through the web, allowing continuous student evaluation. It has been implemented using a Microsoft Access database, Microsoft Excel files and diverse picture, text and animation files. Figure 1-a shows the student home of the system, that gives a brief explanation of each item by clicking on the corresponding link in the left screen frame.

Figure 1. Initial screens: a) Home of the system for the student; b) Inserting registration number and password; c) Student Web Portal
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The system has two main parts: **Formative Evaluation** and **Webfolio**. Formative Evaluation is related to student evaluation and student/teacher communication; only teacher and student can access this information. The Webfolio is a public server space designed to show student work, ideas and opinions. This information can be accessed by any visitor. In Figure 2 the general structure of the system is shown.

A. **Formative Evaluation Tools**

The Formative Evaluation tools are (see Figure 2): test design and application, teacher test corrections, visualization of teacher test corrections by students, student reflection about each test and channel for student/tutor communication. They are described below.

1. **Test design and application**

The questions are stored in a Microsoft Access database table, whose access is restricted to the teacher. One of the characteristics of the system is that it allows different formats of question files, such as text, pictures and movies. Once the questions are ready, the teacher can select the test questions by an automatic process. Before the test application, the teacher must make a student registration inserting name, registration number and password.
The test is applied through the Web. The student must insert his registration number and password (Figure 1-b), accessing the web portal, that is a web site with the questions (see Figure 1-c).

The teacher can introduce up to five different tests. Clicking in the test button will open a homepage with the first question of the chosen test. It shows one question at a time, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Image of the test interface](image)

Figure 3. Prova 3: Test 3, selected by the student. Questão 1 de 7: Question 1 of 7.

The student can answer the question in one of two ways: sending an answer file or answering through a form.

2. Test correction by the teacher

To correct a test the teacher must select the test and then the student, one by one. Only the answered questions are shown. The teacher corrects successively all the questions and fills up the boxes with the corresponding grades and eventual comments, as shown in Figure 4.
The software will calculate the final grades, which can be accessed by the students.

3. Visualization of the test results

Under each Test button, inside the Student Web Portal (Figure 1-c), there are the corresponding Test results buttons. For example, the Prova1(Test 1) button allows to make test 1, and Resultado Prova 1(Result of Test 1) button allows him to visualize the results of test 1, as like shown in Figure 5. Test results include the grade and comments on each question. Again, questions are shown one by one.
4. Student comments on the tests.

After looking at the test results, the students can make comments. These comments are made in a page where the student must complete a small questionnaire, as shown in figure 6. The aim of these questions is to help the students to reflect about their own learning, to make searches in the web about test content, to self-evaluate and to design new questions related to the test. By this reflection a more meaningful communication among teacher and students can be obtained.

Figure 5. Visualization of the test results

Figure 6. Reflexões dos alunos sobre as provas: students comments.
Afterwards, the teacher must evaluate the student comments using the Microsoft Access interface shown in Figure 7.

![Microsoft Access interface](image)

*Figure 7 – Evaluation of the student reflection*

The evaluation of the student comments is made by clicking in each button. This evaluation is an incentive to establish a better communication, because the student will still comment on this teacher evaluation.

5. Teacher/students communication: the real Formative Evaluation

This part of the system is the phase that follows after the first test reflection. Evaluating the student reflection, the teacher establishes a contact which is maintained by means of messages with comments and suggestions about the student learning, leading to a better and more consistent evaluation.

In the figure 7 are shown web interfaces where the student may insert comments on Formative Evaluation, accessed by clicking Avaliação Formativa: Formative Evaluation button on the Student Web Portal.

![Web interfaces](image)

*Figure 8. Formative Evaluation*

Students access all the comments and the corresponding teacher feedback by clicking in Ver Retorno do Professor: Access teacher feedback button, in figure 8-a.
The teacher give feedback to student comments through the Web. At the same time he can register partial evaluations that will be used in the final evaluation.

**B. Webfolio Tools**

The aim of the Webfolio is to increase student participation in the learning process and to allow him to systematically use a digital interface to make on-line upgrades of his work. It is a server space where the student can show his work and opinions, making possible the access to anyone, through a visitors interface. The main webfolio screen is shown in figure 8.

Students have two options to build their webfolios: by text messages and files send through the web or by a web page. In each option, the student has his own server space.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

The development of a Constructivist Evaluation system demands adequate management of the information on the work of the students; it is not enough to store the student documents in a computer directory. Data needs to be analyzed, shared and frequently questioned; communication and feedback are essential.

The system GPA\textsubscript{REDE} presented in this article has been developed using the theoretical framework described in Section II. It provides a space for Formative Evaluation, including comments exchange and self-evaluation. The Webfolio gives additional space for the construction of new concepts and the development of individual projects, allowing communication among students and documents sharing. In this space, the teacher is no more a main focus and the activity becomes a cooperative construction.

This is a project in progress, whose results will be informed in a forth coming paper.
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